Introduction
Nowadays in Industry, new generations of embedded control systems are addressing new criteria as flexibility and agility. To reduce their cost, these systems should be changed and adapted to their environment without disturbances. Several interesting academic and industrial research works have been made last years to develop reconfigurable systems [1] . We distinguish in these works two reconfiguration policies: static and dynamic reconfigurations where static reconfigurations are applied off-line to apply changes before the system cold start [2] , whereas dynamic reconfigurations are applied dynamically at runtime. Two cases exist in the last policy: manual reconfigurations applied by users [3] and automatic reconfigurations applied by Intelligent Agents [4, 5] . We are interested in this paper in automatic reconfigurations of realtime embedded control systems that should meet deadlines defined in user requirements [6] . These systems are implemented by sets of tasks that we assume independent, periodic and synchronous (e.g. they are simultaneously activated at t = 0 time units). We assume also that the deadline of each task is equal to the corresponding period. According to [7] , we characterize each task by a period to be denoted by T equal to the deadline denoted by D and by a Worst Case Execution Time denoted by C. We define an automatic reconfiguration as any operation allowing additions-removes or updates of tasks at runtime. Therefore the system's implementation is dynamically changed and should meet all considered deadlines of the current combination of tasks. Nevertheless, when a reconfiguration is applied, the deadlines of new and old tasks can be violated. We define an agent-based architecture that checks the system's evolution and defines useful solutions for users when deadlines are not satisfied after each reconfiguration scenario. Two cases of suggestions are possible to be provided by the agent: modification of periods (equal to deadlines) or modification of worst case execution times of tasks. The users should choose one of these solutions to re-obtain the system's feasibility. A tool RT − Reconf iguration is developed and tested in our laboratory to support the agent's services. We present related works in Section 2 and some real-time concepts in Section 3. The agent-based architecture is proposed in Section 4 before presented analysis in Section 5. We conclude the paper with conclusions and presentation of future works in Section 6.
Related Works
We analyze previous related works dealing with static, manual and automatic reconfigurations of systems, before we present thereafter the real-time scheduling.
Reconfiguration of Systems
Nowadays, rich research works have been proposed to develop reconfigurable systems. The authors propose in [2] reusable tasks to implement a broad range of systems where each task is statically reconfigured without any reprogramming. This is accomplished by updating the supporting data structure, i.e. a state transition table, whereas the executable code remains unchanged and may be stored in permanent memory. The state transition table consists of multiple-output binary decision diagrams that represent the next-state mappings of various states and the associated control actions. The authors propose in [3] a complete methodology based on the human intervention to dynamically reconfigure tasks. They present in addition an interesting experimentation showing the dynamic change by users of tasks without disturbing the whole system. The authors use in [8] Real-time-UML as a meta-model between design models of tasks and their implementation models to support dynamic user-based reconfigurations of control systems. The authors propose in [9] an agentbased reconfiguration approach to save the whole system when faults occur at run-time. Finally the authors propose in [5] an ontology-based agent to perform system's reconfigurations that adapt changes in requirements and also in environment. They are interested to study reconfigurations of control systems when hardware faults occur at run-time. We are interested in this paper in feasible automatic reconfigurations of real-time systems where additions and removes of real-time tasks are applied at runtime. We define an agent-based architecture to propose new parameters for tasks when deadlines are violated in order to re-obtain the system's feasibility.
Real-Time Scheduling
Real-time scheduling has been extensively studied in the last thirty years [6] . Several Feasibility Conditions (FC) for the dimensioning of a real-time system are defined to enable a designer to grant that timeliness constraints associated to an application are always met for all possible configurations. Different classes of scheduling algorithm are followed nowadays: (i) Clock-driven: primarily used for hard real-time systems where all properties of all jobs are known at design time.
(ii) Weighted round-robin: primarily used for scheduling a real-time traffic in high-speed, (iii) Priority-driven: primarily used for more dynamic real-time systems with a mixture of time-based and event-based activities. Among all prioritydriven policies, Earliest Deadline First (EDF) or Least Time to Go is a dynamic scheduling algorithm used in real-time operating systems. It places processes in a priority queue. Whenever a scheduling event occurs (task finishes, new task released, etc.) the queue will be searched for the process closest to its deadline. This process is the next to be scheduled for execution. EDF is an optimal scheduling algorithm on preemptive uniprocessors in the following sense: if a collection of independent periodic jobs characterized by arrival times equal to zero and by deadlines equal to corresponding periods, can be scheduled by a particular algorithm such that all deadlines are satisfied, then EDF is able to schedule this collection of jobs.
Known Concepts in The EDF Theory
We present the following well-known concepts in the theory of real-time scheduling [7] :
of jobs that have their request times constrained by a regular inter-arrival time T i , a Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) C i and a relative deadline D i ,
• A real-time scheduling problem is said feasible if there is at least one scheduling policy able to meet the deadlines of all the considered tasks,
• A set of tasks is schedulable with a given scheduling policy if and only if no jobs of this set miss their deadlines,
• A task is valid with a given scheduling policy if and only if no jobs of this task miss their deadlines,
• An idle time t of a processor is defined as a time where no tasks released before time t are pending at time t. An interval of successive idle times is classically called an idle period,
• A busy period is defined as a time interval [a, b) such that there is no idle time in [a, b) (the processor is fully busy) and such that both a and b are idle times,
• In the case of independent, periodic and synchronous tasks (e.g. simultaneously activated at t = 0), the verification of the system's schedulability is possible to be done in a hyper period [0, lcm] where lcm is the Least Common Multiple [7] ,
Ti is the processor utilization factor. In the case of synchronous, independent and periodic tasks such that their deadlines are equal to their periods, U ≤ 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the EDF-based scheduling of real time tasks.
Agent-based architecture for Reconfigurable Embedded Control Systems
We define in this section an agent-based architecture for reconfigurable real-time embedded systems that should classically meet different deadlines defined in user requirements. The agent controls the system's evolution and provides solutions for users when deadlines are violated after any reconfiguration scenario. Let Sys be such system to be classically composed of a set of real-time tasks that support different functionalities. We mean in this paper by an automatic reconfiguration any operation that adds, removes or also updates tasks at run-time. Automatic updates of tasks mean modifications of their temporal parameters e.g. Periods and Deadlines, or modifications of their Worst Case Execution Times. Let S Sys be the set of all tasks that can possibly implement the system, and let us denote by Current Sys (t) the set of tasks implementing the system Sys at t time units. These tasks should meet all deadlines defined in user requirements. In this case, we note that F easibility(Current Sys (t)) ≡ T rue.
Running Example1: Let us suppose a first realtime embedded system Sys1 to be initially implemented by 5 characterized tasks in Figure 1 . These tasks are feasible because the processor utilization factor U = 0.94 < 1. We suppose that a reconfiguration scenario is applied at t1 time units to add five new tasks 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. The new processor utilization becomes U = 1.85 > 1 time units. Therefore the system is unfeasible F easibility(Current Sys1 (t1)) ≡ F alse. Running Example2: Let us suppose a second realtime embedded system Sys2 to be initially implemented by 5 characterized tasks in Figure 2 . These tasks are feasible because the processor utilization factor U = 0.99 < 1. We suppose that a reconfiguration scenario is applied at t2 time units to remove the tasks 3, 4, 5 and to add five new tasks 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. The new processor utilization becomes U = 1.72 > 1 time units. Therefore the system is unfeasible F easibility(Current Sys2 (t2)) ≡ F alse.
Agent's Principal
Under different conditions, the embedded system Sys is reconfigurable at run-time by changing its implementation to delete old or to add new tasks. The proposed agent should check after any reconfiguration scenario the system's feasibility that can be affected when tasks violate deadlines. In this case, the agent should propose useful solutions for users to re-obtain the system's feasibility. Two cases of solutions exist:
• the agent proposes a new period (e.g. equal to the corresponding deadline) for particular new and old tasks that compose Current Sys (t),
• or it proposes a new Worst Case Execution Time (e.g. WCET) for the same tasks.
Formalization
By considering synchronous real-time tasks, the schedulability analysis should be done in the HyperPeriod hp = [0,lcm], where lcm is the well-known Least Common Multiple [6] . Let n be the number of tasks in Current Sys (t). The reonfiguration of the system Sys means the modification of its implementation that will be as follows at t time units:
Where ξ old is a subset of old tasks which are not affected by the reconfiguration scenario (e.g. they implement the system before the time t), and ξ new a subset of new tasks in the system. We assume that an updated task is considered as a new one at t time units. By considering a feasible system Sys before the application of the reconfiguration scenario, each one of the tasks of ξ old is feasible, e.g. the execution of each instance is finished before the corresponding deadline:
Where E i,j is the time when the execution of the instance j is finished. When the reconfiguration scenario is applied at time t, two cases exist:
• If tasks of Current Sys (t) = ξ new ∪ ξ old are feasible, then no reaction should be done by the agent,
• Otherwise, the agent should provide different solutions for users in order to re-obtain the system's feasibility. We define the following steps allowing such services:
Step: the agent tries to modify the periods (equal to deadlines) and execution times of tasks belonging to ξ new in order to meet all deadlines that correspond to tasks of Current Sys (t),
-Iterative Second
Step: the agent tries to consider old tasks of ξ old as new tasks to be introduced in ξ new . A computation of periods, deadlines and WCET of these tasks with the new tasks is applied.
Let n 1 and n 2 be the number of tasks respectively in ξ old and ξ new . By assuming an unfeasible system at t time units, the following formula is satisfied:
We propose to add the tasks of ξ old to a linked list L old that we sort in the decreased order of the processor times. Let j be the first j tasks of L old .
• Approach. For each j ∈ [0, n 1 ], Add the first j tasks of L old to ξ new . Two different solutions exist for the feasibility of the system:
Comments. If j = 0, Then no tasks to be add to ξ new .
-Solution 1: Modification of Periods
The agent proceeds as a first solution to change the periods of tasks of ξ new . To obtain a feasible system, the following formula should be satisfied;
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The new period of tasks of ξ new is therefore deduced from β j .
-Solution 2: Modification of Worst Case Execution Times
The agent proceeds now as a second solution to modify the Worst case Execution Times of tasks of ξ new . To obtain a feasible system, the following formula should be satisfied:
Let γ j be the following constant:
The new WCET of tasks of ξ new is therefore deduced from γ j .
Algorithm
We present the algorithm of the agent to help users and to allow correct parametrizations of feasible tasks.
• Check Feasibility(L old , ξ new );
• For j from 0 to n 1 step by step,
End of Algorithm. We note that the complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(n 2 ). We implemented a prototype RT − Reconf iguation to give helps and indications for users when automatic reconfigurations of real-time embedded systems are applied at run-time. The simulator Cheddar [10] is used for the schedulability analysis of the considered tasks.
Running Example1. In the first example of Sys1, the agent should react to propose useful solutions for readers in order to re-obtain the system's feasibility. We note that:
The agent computes the constant values β j and γ j (j ∈ [0, 5]) as follows: • γ = −2 higher that the minimal value of WCET of tasks belonging to ξ new . Therefore, the agent deduces that modifications of execution times cannot solve the problem.
We present in Figure 5 the new temporal parameters of the considered tasks. The user can choose one of these solutions to have a feasible system. We present in Figure 4 the results given by the developed tool RT − Reconf iguration that provides new solutions by using Running Example2. In the second example of Sys2 where a reconfiguration scenario is applied to delete the tasks 3, 4, 5, the agent should react to propose useful solutions for readers to re-obtain the system's feasibility. We note that:
The agent computes the constant values β j and γ j (j ∈ [0, 2]) as follows: We present in Figure 5 the new temporal parameters of the considered tasks. The user can choose one of these solutions to have a feasible system.
Analysis of Results
We evaluate the proposed approach by considering the systems Sys1 and Sys2 defined in the running example. By applying the first solution, we find that the period of tasks of ξ new is decreased each time an old task is removed from L old (Figure 7 ). This reduction can allow more reactive and also feasible systems. This advantage can be important in many cases where critical control tasks should be intensively executed in small periods of time. We want also to compare the proposed solutions for the same system Sys2. By applying the first solution, the utilization factor U is equal to 1 in the three different scenarios generated by the tool RT − Reconf iguration, whereas it takes lower values when we apply the second solution dealing with modifications of WCET. Let Area be the area of the rectangle delimited by the first curve that corresponds to the first solution, and let W CET (t) be the simulation curve corresponding to modifications of execution times for feasible reconfigurations of real-time systems. The performance of Solution 2 is as follows:
W CET (t).dt)/Area = 0.6139 Therefore, the second solution is 39% more efficient than the first that deals with modifications of periods. 
Conclusion
The paper deals with reconfigurable systems to be implemented by different tasks that should meet real-time constraints. We assume in this work independent, periodic and synchronous tasks. We define a reconfiguration scenario as a dynamic operation allowing additions, removes or updates of tasks at run-time. When a reconfiguration scenario is automatically applied, the system can become unfeasible because some tasks violate corresponding deadlines. We define an agent-based architecture where an agent is proposed to provide new parameters of unfeasible tasks in order to re-obtain the system's feasibility. We plan in future works to study reconfigurations of asynchronous tasks to be released in different times, and we plan also to study reconfigurations of distributed real-time tasks. 
